The purpose of this paper is to present evidence in support of the hypothesis that fast, accurate and parametrically robust numerical valuation of a wide range of derivative securities can be achieved by use of direct numerical methods in the solution of the associated PDE problems. Speci cally, linear programming methods for American vanilla and exotic options, and explicit methods for a three stochastic state variable problem a multi-period terminable di swap are explored and promising numerical results are discussed. The resulting value surface gives, simultaneously, valuation for many maturities and underlying prices, and the parameters required for risk analysis.
Introduction
This paper brie y presents evidence accumulated to date in support of the use of direct numerical methods for the solution of partial di erential equation PDE type problems associated with valuation of derivative securities based on one or more underlying securities. Vanilla and exotic American options on a single underlying and a multi-period terminable di erential swap involving domestic and foreign interest rates and the cross-currency rate are considered in detail. The numerical methods employed are comparable in accuracy and speed to alternatives, but can enjoy the added advantage of robustness of these properties to variation in contract parameters. This is an important property for methods employed in real-time trading information systems; one which is not possessed by most alternative methods based on tree structures, closed form multiple integral formulae or series formulae, Monte Carlo techniques or iterative numerical methods. Another important property possessed by all PDE solution methods for the derivative security value surface is the immediate recovery from the calculations of estimates of the partial derivatives of value with respect to the contract parameters Carr 1993 needed for risk management, via simple di erence approximations.
In the next section of the paper, the fundamental relationships amongst the abstract variational inequality, complementarity Jaillet et al 1990 and linear programming LP Dempster & Hutton 1995 formulations of the American put valuation problem are presented in terms of the Black-Scholes partial di erential operator. Finite di erence approximation is applied to this operator in x3 to yield an ordinary LP which is solved by time-stepping decomposition. Results are presented | using IBM's Optimization Systems Library OSL IBM 1992 on an IBM RS6000 590 AIX3.2.5 workstation | which support the hypothesis of the abstract. This approach is extended in x4 to valuation of lookback and Asian options, with both continuous and discrete sampling Wilmott et al 1993 , and some computational results are presented. Section 5 outlines a PDE-based valuation technique for a multi-period terminable di swap under a cross-currency extended Vasicek model Babbs 1990 Babbs ,1993 Babbs ,1994 , while x6 presents numerical results on a 10 year quarterly terminable contract. To our knowledge this represents the rst numerical valuation of a cross-currency derivative based on a full term structure-consistent model. In x7, conclusions are drawn and directions for further work indicated.
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Valuation of American options by LP
We consider the interesting case of an American put option with strike price K on an underlying security with geometric Brownian motion price process S with constant volatility and riskless rate r over the life of the option, under the Black-Scholes assumptions. Then on 0; T the arbitrage-free price process X is given by Xt = ess sup
where T t;T denotes the set of stopping exercise times with respect to the current information eld F t of the price process, f IE : j F t denotes conditional expectation with respect to the risk-adjusted probability equivalent martingale measure and K , S + := K , S ^0, the pointwise minimum of K , S and 0. Moreover, for hedging purposes, this price process possesses on 0; T a perfectly replicating continuously rebalanced portfolio of the form Xt = 1 All computation was performed in double precision on an IBM RS6000 590 computer with 128 Mb of RAM, running under AIX 3.2.5. The LP algorithms used were from IBM's Optimisation Systems Library IBM 1992 , namely the simplex routine EKKSSLV. The basis for the rst time step was generated by an initial call to the basis crash routine EKKCRSH at level 4 and successive time step LP problems were`hot started' from the previous time step's optimal basis. Dewynne's PSOR algorithm C code was used with a relaxation parameter ! = 1:5 and initial value equal to the previous time step's solution. For both algorithms convergence tolerance was set to 10 , 8 . Figures 1 and 2 show the value surface and optimal exercise boundary respectively, computed by solving LP 0 for an American put stock option of maturity T = 1 year, strike K = $1, riskless rate r = :1 and underlying volatility = :4, with a discretization of M = 50, I = 50, L = ,1:5 and U = 1 : 5. Table 1 shows the accuracies, at current stock price $1 i.e. at the money, of Crank-Nicolson and implicit discretization schemes, relative to the rst three terms of the analytic series expansion developed by Geske & Johnson 1984 , against whose computations we compare our solution. Table 2 displays comparative solution times shown in Figure 3 for this option with underlying volatilities = :2 and :4 for the PSOR, simplex and explicit methods with time discretization M = 1000 and varying spatial discretization I. Times quoted there for PSOR and dual simplex algorithms are for the Crank-Nicolson scheme, while the explicit scheme is a straightforward recursive matrixvector multiplication with a comparison of each v alue to the payo function, corresponding to a choice of discretization such that the matrix A in 15 is diagonal, and equivalent to running the Cox-Ross-Rubinstein binomial tree algorithm from each spatial grid point without redundant calculations. With this method, however, in general we must choose the number of time steps M proportional to the square of the number of space steps I 2 , a fact which eventually makes it uncompetitive compared to implicit methods in one dimension. For the standard Black-Scholes operator, the exact stability condition is that M 2 T I 2 = U , L . Note that, while PSOR times increase with volatility, the simplex solution time remains relatively stable. This robustness to parameter variation in the simplex method is amply demonstrated for the parameters r and in Table 3 , and the corresponding Figure 4 , which compare PSOR and simplex solution times.
Although the space and time discretizations used here are perhaps higher than those typically required in practice, the standardization and robustness of the LP method, to-gether with the even faster computing times provided by either a purpose-written LP code for tridiagonal problems or the latest commercial simplex and interior point LP algorithms such as CPLEX, point towards the eventual employment of these methods in trading information systems. In this regard, it should beborne in mind that accurate estimates of the standard parameters for hedging and the simultaneous valuation of options of many di erent maturities and underlying prices are automatically available from any value surface i.e. PDE-based approach. An extra advantage of the LP method is the availability of standard parametric techniques for fast reevaluation of derivative value surfaces when strike and volatility parameters change and its direct applicability to time and underlying price dependent volatilities, however estimated.
Valuation of American exotics
In this section we demonstrate the generality of the LP approach to American option pricing by brie y outlining its straightforward extension to continuous and discretely sampled American lookback and arithmetic average Asian put options. These have path dependent strike prices given at exercise time by e. y = x, the probability that y is the nal maximum is zero, and hence the option value is insensitive to small changes in y=x. Figure 5 shows the value surface for such a deal, computed by the LP method for a 6 month stock option with riskless rate r = :05 and volatility = :5 , with Crank-Nicolson discretization M = I = 100 and localized to 0; 1 . Table 4 shows this scheme's accuracy and solution time for varying space steps I, and the limiting modi ed binomial tree value computed in Babbs 1992 is given there for comparison. Note that the accuracy is slightly degraded by the crude rst order approximation to the Neumann boundary condition, and would be improved by a second order approximation, but this is an artifact of the discretization, not the solution algorithm.
The discretely sampled American lookback put option may be solved over the triangular domain y x in the original variables. As for the continuous case, between sampling dates the value function Px; y; t solves LP with the standard non-transformed BlackScholes operator, and y as a parameter of the payo . Thus we may solve LP 0 in each intra-sampling interval t i ; t i +1 , using parametric simplex method to rapidly recompute the solution at each time step for varying y, and then pass the initial value back to the preceeding intra-sampling interval t i Px; y; t i , = P x; x + y;t i 22 at sampling dates t i , where the current running sum value y varies over the same localisation interval L; U as x, to give terminal conditions in each period.
The four path-dependent exotic American options considered have all been reduced from a two state variable problem to at worst a dynamic programming type backwards sequence of parametric LP problems in one state variable, and further numerical investigation of these techniques is in progress. We turn now to a complex European i.e. Bermudan option in 3 state variables for which no such reduction is possible.
Valuation of complex di erential swaps
In this section, following Babbs 1990 Babbs ,1994a Babbs ,1994b , we consider the numerical valuation of a cross-currency interest rate-sensitive 1 0 y ear di erential di swap deal with 3-monthly deferred payments in terms of current rate di erentials at successive intervals, together with the option to terminate the deal at payment dates at the cost of a penalty payment in foreign currency. The valuation of this multistage swap deal stretches current PDE and computer technology, i n v olving, as it does, three underlying correlated stochastic state variables, namely`domestic' and`foreign' rates and the exchange rate, plus the time variable, and with multiple decision points.
Speci cally, then, in a typical 3-month period t j,1 ; t j , j = 1 ; : : : N , of the swap deal the market maker receives per unit of notional principal the foreign 3 month LIBOR rate L f t j,1 ; t j , the counterparty receives the domestic rate L d t j,1 ; t j , unless the counterparty chooses to terminate for cost X in foreign currency. So, at each 3-monthly decision point t j,1 , the counterparty either: a pays the market maker X S t j , 1 At the end of the penultimate period t N,2 ; t N , 1 , the value function V satis es the jump condition V t N,1 : = X S t N , 1 P d t N , 1 ; t N p N ; 26 re ecting the counterparty's choice of the least cost option between making the swap payment and paying to terminate. Then 26 is a terminal condition for the value function PDE in the penultimate period. Solving this penultimate period problem provides terminal conditions for the the preceeding period via the general jump condition V t j,1 , : = X S t j , 1 P d t j , 1 ; t j p j + V t j ; 27 which is the same as the penultimate period's condition 26 but with the additional continuation value of V t j . These jump conditions enable us to solve for the entire discounted value surface V by a period-by-period dynamic programming backwards recursion similar to that described for discretely sampled lookback and Asian options in x4. For Use of implicit-type nite di erences such as Crank-Nicolson necessitates the solution of the linear system 28 at each time step, i.e. solution of an I , 1 3 linear system. This was attempted initially via banded matrix LU decomposition but proved infeasibly slow | a t e a c h time step m the decomposition uses OI 7 operations, and the time-dependent PDE coe cients mean that one must recompute the LU decomposition at each time step. Furthermore, this must berepeated for each period. For this problem, the fastest of the standard nite di erence methods is the explicit scheme, where the matrix A reduces to diagonal, and hence each time step requires only a matrix vector multiplication. The disadvantage of the explicit method, as described in x3, is that one must choose the number of time steps M proportional to the square of the number of space steps I 2 to give a stable scheme the exact stability condition is not known here, but in three dimensions this is more than compensated for by the speed of each time step relative to implicit schemes, and overall results in an OI 5 algorithm.
Some of the data supplied to the model are plotted in Figures 8 and 9 . Table 7 shows computed values of the normalized deal value at launch for termination payments X = 1 and X = 1 0 ; 000 i.e. e ectively non-terminable of nominal. Clearly accuracy of within a basis point .01 is achieved in both cases in a solution time of 47s. The choice of time steps M in Table 7 illustrates the afore-mentioned stability condition. Figures 10,  11 and 12 show comparable two-dimensional cross-sections through the value surface of the terminable deal in periods 39, 20 and 1 respectively. The termination option is clearly shown in the capping of the value surface at the termination cost at the end of the period, and the surface moves as one expects with respect to the underlying state variables. The trough-shaped nature of the projected value surface in the exchange rate canonical variable X S in period 20 Figure 11 is due to the values chosen for the xed variables which e v aluate the four dimensional value surface close to the counterparty termination point.
Further work will be directed towards speeding up the solution. A relatively cheap improvement could be obtained by an adaptive time step explicit method, where the time step varies according to the as yet unknown stability condition. In addition, a nested tridiagonal LU decomposition could be tried on the full implicit scheme. Ultimately, h o w ever, it seems that some form of multi-grid method on a parallel computer is necessary to achieve high accuracy in a reasonable time, or indeed reasonable accuracy in reasonable time for a higher dimensional model, such a s t w o factor interest rate term structures. Furthermore, it would be interesting to extend the linear programming approach to American interest rate derivatives, such as an American swaption. Clearly, a full implicit method will run into the same problem as encountered in the European case, but an Alternating Direction Implicit ADI discretization method, with a simplex solver adapted for tridiagonal matrices used to solve the implicit steps, could prove a p o w erful approach.
Conclusions
This paper has investigated the application of novel direct numerical methods to the valuation of both vanilla and exotic American options | with both continuous and discrete sampling | as well as to a multi-period terminable di erential swap with three stochastic state variables. Further numerical investigation of discretely sampled exotics is required, and there is much scope for speeding up all algorithms implemented here. In general numerical solution of PDEs by direct methods is fast, robust and exible, with the added advantage of giving instant risk-management parameters using the appropriate di erence approximation from the values computed on the discretization mesh. The use of these methods in real-time trading systems seems to us inevitable. Table 4 : PSOR and Simplex results for the American lookback put with varying space steps Table 5 : Di swap deal value with varying discretization, just-stable explicit method. 
